A recent paper by N. Jacobson' develops a theory of Jordan algebras with minimum condition which is similar to the associative theory of semisimple Artinian rings. Jacobson shows that any algebra satisfying his axioms is a direct sum of a finite number of simple algebras satisfying his axioms, and he deduces the structure of those simple algebras which contain three mutually orthogonal idempotents.
A recent paper by N. Jacobson' develops a theory of Jordan algebras with minimum condition which is similar to the associative theory of semisimple Artinian rings. Jacobson shows that any algebra satisfying his axioms is a direct sum of a finite number of simple algebras satisfying his axioms, and he deduces the structure of those simple algebras which contain three mutually orthogonal idempotents.
The purpose of the present paper is to deduce the structure of simple algebras a satisfying his axioms which contain two (but not three) orthogonal idempotents.
A Jordan algebra 3 with unity element 1 is called a division algebra if for every nonzero element x F 3 there is an element x-1 E 3 such that x x-l = 1 and x2 x-1 = x. We shall say that a Jordan algebra a with unity element 1 has capacity 2 if a contains two orthogonal idempotents el and e2 such that el + e2 = 1 and such that the subalgebras a, = {x F J~xei = x} are division algebras fori = 1,2. If Z is an associative algebra with unity element and with an involution x x and if 'y is a 2 X 2 matrix over 2, let '(2,-y) denote that Jordan subalgebra of 2+consisting of all 2 X 2 matrices A over i which satisfy A'y = 'yA, where A' denotes the conjugate transpose of A. Our main result is THEOREM 1. Let a be a simple Jordan algebra of capacity 2 over afield of characteristic : 2. Then either a is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate bilinear form on a vector space over an extension field of cf, or 3 is isomorphic to (Z2,Y) where -y E Z2 is invertible and diagonal, and where Z is either an associative division algebra with involution or else the direct sum of two associative division algebras which are interchanged by the involution.
Remark: It is not difficult to see that a Jordan ring of capacity 2 is necessarily a Jordan algebra of capacity 2 over an appropriate field, so that there is no loss of generality in assuming operators from a field.
At the end of this paper we state a generalization of Theorem 1 which weakens the hypothesis of simplicity. We also give there a related theorem on associative rings with involution which generalizes a previous result of ours.2 The proofs of these two theorems are similar to the proofs of the theorems that they generalize and are omitted here to save space.
1. Definitions and Preliminary Results.-Throughout this section and the next, a shall denote a simple Jordan algebra of capacity 2 over a field c1 of characteristic $ 2, and el and e2 shall be fixed orthogonal idempotents of a such that el + e2 = 1 and such that 1 = {x F Jfx-el = x} and 32 = {x F 3jx.e2 = x} are division algebras.
Elements of S with subscripts 1,2, or 12 will be assumed to be elements of 3,, or 312 = IX Ex F fx-el = l/2X}, respectively. The following relations are well-known consequences of the Jordan identity and are put here for easy reference: Xi*Yi*z12 = Xi*Zl2*yi + yi*Z12*Xi,
(1) X12*yi2*Zi = X12*Zi*y12*ei + yl2*Zi*Xl2* ei,
[xlYl2,Z2] 0, (4) where i = 1,2, and where [x,y,z] = x yvz -z-yx. We also recall that for each a12 E an, either an22 = 0 or an is invertible.3 It is easy to check that 1(e) = {W12 312|W12Ji2 = 0, all X12 E a12} is an ideal of 3, and that the simplicity of a is equivalent to the conditions a12 $ 0 and (a) = 0.
For x1 E a, let R,1 = R(xl) denote right multiplication by xi on a and let R(xi) denote the restriction of R(x1) to al2. Then (1) states that the mapping a :xl 2R(x1) is a Jordan homomorphism of a, into Homp(312, 312) . Since 31 is a division algebra, a is injective and 31 is a special Jordan algebra. Also, applying a to the relation xi1 = el shows that 2R(xfl-) is the inverse of R(xi). In particular it follows that Yu2 xi = 0 implies that either y,2 = 0 or xi = 0.
Let Q3 be the unital special universal envelope4 of a, and let a, be thought of as embedded in QB. Then there is a unique homomorphism v:Q3 --Hom+(312,2) sending xi -o 2R(xi). The image of v will be denoted by A, and is the subalgebra of Homt(an2,a12) generated by the elements of a,'. We can make 312 into a right Q3-module in a natural way by defining
Let 7r denote the standard involution of 93, which is characterized by the fact that it fixes the elements of 31.
Following Jacobson, we define the isotope (Q,g) of a to be the set of elements of a under the new multiplication x g y = { xgy}, where g is an invertible element of a andwhere {xzy} = x*z y + yzx -x-y z for all x,y,z £ S. It is well known that an isotope of a Jordan algebra is again a Jordan algebra. For some invertible element uC2 E a12, letf2 = u1 2-e2,g2 = u'-2.e2, f = el +f2, andg = el + 92, and we can easily check that el and f2 are orthogonal idempotents in }' = (Sg) and that a, is still a subalgebra in a' with the same multiplication as in S. The subspace a2 is still a subalgebra in a', but becomes the isotope (Q2,92) of a2 in a. Since isotopes of division algebras are also division algebras, (32,92) is a division algebra with f2 as unity element. It is easy to check that multiplication between an element of a12 and an element of a, is the same in a' as in a. In particular Y12-gel = 2Y12, so that the Peirce decomposition for el and f2 in a' is the same as the decomposition for el and e2 in S. We also see that the endomorphisms R (xi), the algebras e andQ3, and the maps a and v are all unchanged by the passage from a to a'.
Since y12* yY2 = 2y2* el*y12 + 2y12 92 Y12 --2 -el-Y12-22 -92 = 2y2* 92 * yg2*yel + yi22*e2, and since either Y122 = O or Y12 is invertible in3, it follows that y12 is invertible in a if and only if Yn2 is invertible in 3'. Using u12 -2*evu2 = eR-I(ul2 2)R(u12)
it is easy to check that use Oun2 = f, the unity element of 3'. Hence, given any invertible element U12 E a12, we may pass to an isotope 3' of a in which un2
squares to the unity element without altering &3, A, Q3, a, or v. Since we are assuming that a is simple, 312 contains an invertible element aiid, by possibly taking an isotope of the above type, we may assume that 312 contains an element u such that u 2 = 1. We shall assume for the rest of this section and the next section that there is such an element u in a and the symbol u shall always denote such an element. We consider now some of the special properties of u. First of all, using the relation { uxu} . { uyu} = { u { xu.2y} u} which holds in any VOLJ. 57, 1967 Jordan algebra, we see that the map x --xv = I uxu} for x E 3 defines an automorphism of 3 of period 2. Since {uxlu} = 2u x u -xi = 2u x u*el-xi + 2u'xlu'e2 = 2u~xl-ue2 Using (2) 
y12a* ZI* e2 = Y12' Zl2ar, e2,
(ua)" = ua', (9) ux1*ux1 * el = xi2.
Proof: Using (5), (6), (4), and (3), we obtain uxib uc el = 2(ux1)b uc el = 2(u-xi4)b-uc-el = 2ub x1l1uc-el = 2ub*(uc x1X)*el = 2ub.(u x1')c-el = 2ub (u xl)c.el = ub-uxlc el for b,c E Q3. Iterating this gives ux1M ... .x1't)*u el = u-uxl C). .. xi(1)el, which leads immediately to (7). The derivations of (8) and (9) are identical. Also, ux1*ux1*el = uxl 2. u*e1 = 2u1*xlf2 u1 el = xi'2, showing (10). If yi2 is invertible, then there is an isotope 3' in which Y12 squares to the unity element and yi2xl is invertible in 3' by (10). Hence, yl2x1 is invertible in 3. Conversely, if y12x1 is invertible, then (y12x1)xr1 = Y12 is invertible by what we have just proved. Finally, in order to prove that y123-x2 C y12Q, let (3,g ) be an isotope of 3 in which Y12 squares to the unity element, and note that the product in (3,g ) of Y12
and any number of elements of 3a and 32 is in Y12Q3 by (6) and (4). But since 3 is an isotope of (3,g) , any element of Y12Q x2 may be expressed as such a product in (3,g) , giving y12'3 X2 C Y12Z3.
LEMMA 2. For each ir-symmetric element a £ Q3 there exists an xi E£ 3 such that a = xI.
Proof: We show first that if a' = a £ $6, then us8(a -xi) = 0 for some xi C 31.
It follows from (9) that the element ua is fixed under X when a is 7r-symmetric, giving ua = {u(ua)u} = 2ua uu -ua, or ua = ua * u u = 2ua-u e * u using (6).
But then u(a -xi) = 0 where xi = ua u el, and (9) yields [ub(a - 
If a' Z 3" for this particular element a, then there exists an element Y12 C 312
such that y12(a -xi) 4 0. By replacing Y12 by ut, + Y12 for some tl C 31 if necessary, we may assume that Y12 2 $ 0, -1 (except when .31 has only 3 elements, in which case the lemma clearly holds). Since a -xi is symmetric, the result of the last paragraph shows that there exists a nonzero element z EC 31 such that y12P3((a -xi) -z1) = 0 in an isotope of 3 in which Y12 squares to the unity element, and hence that this relation holds also in 3. Defining e" = (a -xl)zl-l and e' = 1 -e", we calculate for an arbitrary b E 93 that ube" = ub(a -xl)zl-l = 0, y,2be" = y12b(alxl)zl-l = y12b(a -x -zl)zl-l + y12bz1zr'1 = Y12b, ube' = ub -ube" = ub, and y12be' = yl2b -y12be" = 0. Now for some nonzero ,3 C c1, the element v12 = OU + Y12 does not square to zero, and since u = v12(1/fIe') and Y12 = v12e", we have v123 = U$3 + y12!3. Again the first paragraph of the proof shows that there is a w1 E a, such that vi23((a -xi) -w1) = 0. Since a -xi and a -x-w both annihilate u9, we must have w1 = 0. But then a -xi annihilates Y12, contrary to the choice of Y12. Hence a' Ez la, as was to be shown. LEMMA 3. e has an involution j with the property that hi = h if and only if h £ Sa,.
Hence, every nonzero symmetric element of (e is invertible.
Proof: If a £E Q is symmetric, then Lemma 2 tells us that there exists an xi C a, such that a' = x1i, and hence such that ua" -u e = ux1 u el = xi. On the other hand, if b E Q3 is skew, then ub* u* e, = u * ubx * el = -u* ub el, or ub"* u e1 = ub u el = 0. Thus the only element of e that can be the image of both a symmetric and a skew element of Q6 is the zero element. But this implies that the involution or of Q3 induces an involutionj of e under the action of v. The element x{ C zl is the image of the symmetric element xi of Q3, so that every element of Sa, is symmetric under j. Conversely, every symmetric element of e is contained in Sa, by Lemma 2. We have already seen that the nonzero elements of 31' are invertible.
2. The Proof of Theorem 1. -We first establish a result on associative rings with involution, which, together with Lemma 3, determines the struction of (. PROPOSITION 1. Let Z be an associative ring with unity element 1, let 2a = 0 imply a = 0 for any a C Z, and let Z have an involution J such that every nonzero symmetric element of Z is invertible and such that the set of all symmetric elements generates Z. Then one of the following statements holds:
(i) Z is a division ring.
(ii) Z is the direct sum of two division rings which are anti-isomorphic, and J interchanges the two summands.
(iii) The set SD of all symmetric elements of Z forms a field under the Jordan product, and the set 25 of all skew elements forms an ideal which squares to zero and which is in the center of Z.
Proof: A less general version of this result has already appeared. Hence (ex) (ex)J = 0, showing that (ex)j G (1 -e)Z. Since eZ is generated by the elements of the form ex for x C I, J sends every element of eZ into (1 -e)Z. By symmetry, J interchanges eZ and VOL. ,57, 1967 ,585 (1 -e)Z, so that (1 -e)Z is anti-isomorphic to eZ. The map x --ex is clearly a Jordan homomorphism of A+ into (eZ) +, and since A+ is a Jordan division ring this is an injection. If w E eZ, then w + wJ E 1t and e(w + wJ) = w, showing that (eT) + is isomorphic to A+. Thus every nonzero element of ei is invertible and eD is a division algebra, showing that (ii) holds.
LEMMA 4. Let 312* = {V E 312fv" = -V, v xi" = v-xifor all xi E 3i}. Then homomorphism of e onto the restriction of e to 312*. Note that t X e because 12*R(el) $ 0. Since the algebras described in (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1 have no such homomorphism, e must be described by (iii). Now if e satisfies (iii) of Proposition 1, the last part of Lemma 4 shows that the skew elements of GY are also contained in the kernel of the restriction of d to upS.
But then, since a12 = u( + e"*, ( contains no skew elements and is thus an extension field of 4 which is elementwise fixed under j. It is straightforward to verify that the map xi --xi + xi" defines an isomorphism between ei and a = xi + x1lxi Ez 1}, and that the elements of a are in the center of a, so that we can consider a as an algebra over 0. It is now obvious that a is a Jordan algebra determined by a symmetric bilinear form6 over a.
Suppose now that a is not a-Jordan algebra determined by a symmetric bilinear form. Then we have shown above that 312 = u( and that eY is described by either (i) or (ii) of Proposition 1. It is straightforward in this case to verify that a is isomorphic to !(F2), the Jordan algebra of 2 X 2 Hermitian matrices over using the correspondence xi + zio + ub bi)
for all xj,z1 E a, and b E (. We have verified that Theorem 1 holds with the added hypothesis that 3 contains an element u C 312 such that u 2 = 1. But since such an element u can be achieved by taking an isotope, and since the class of algebras of the conclusion of Theorem 1 is invariant under isotopy, Theorem 1 is true without this added hypothesis. 3. Both Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 have generalizations which may be proved using the same methods, but requiring a little more complication. We shall state these results without proof. THEOREM 2. Let Z be an associative ring with unity element 1, let 2a = 0 imply a = 0 for any a E Z, and let Z have an involution J. Then every nonzero J-symmetric element of Z has an inverse if and only if one of the following statements holds: (j) Z is a division algebra with nontrivial involution.
(ii) Z is the direct sum of two division algebras which are anti-isomorphic, and J interchanges the two summands.
(iii) The set St of all symmetric elements of Z forms a field under the Jordan product, and the set Hi of all skew elements forms an ideal which is anticommutative as an algebra, which satisfies 23 = 0, and which is a vector space over !+ under the associative multiplication in Z. If Z' is the subring of Z generated by the elements of I, then T' nf is an ideal of Z which squares to zero and which is in the center of Z.
(iv) The set of ID of all symmetric elements of Z forms a field under the associative product and the elements of ! lie rn the center of Z. Regarded as an algebra over I, ZE is isomorphic to a split null extension of the 2-dimensional subalgebra spanned by 1 and a skew element y E Z such that 0 i y2 C I1.
(v) Z is a quaternion algebra over a field a and the only elements symmetric under J are the a-multiples of 1. THEOREM 3. Let a3 be a Jordan algebra of capacity 2 over a field (D of characteristic $ 2, and let 3122 $ 0. Then either a is isomorphic to !(Z2,Y) where Z satisfies the VOL. 57, 1967 
